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New councilman aims at city image
By Steven Goldberg
For downtown San Jose to
develop an identity as the center of
the city is crucial to its welfare, said
newly
appointed
councilman
Thomas McEnery.

desert and called it redevelopment,’
" he said in his gently sarcastic
style.
Downtown hit "dead bottom"
about five years ago, said the tall,
bearded councilman. Since then,
progress toward the rehabilitation of
the downtown area has been
"nothing short of dramatic," he
added.

Downtown currently has a
negative stereotype among
everyone, including its own citizens,
he added.
McEnery, 33, is a member of a
pioneer San Jose family who have
been involved for a long time in the
city’s politics. His father, John
McEnery, was an adviser to Harry
Truman as chairman of the
California Democratic Party.

,

Victorian, that gives you some hope
for the future."
At present, a large part of
downtown consists of a concentration of one kind of planning
use in the area, McEnery commented.
"I think 80 percent of the senior
citizens live in the central planning
area and certainly 80 percent of the

’They created a desert
and called it redevelopment’
"The transportation system is
being finished downtown," he said,
"and you’re getting people to invest
large sums of money, whether it’s in
restaurants or office buildings,
where five years ago they never
would have thought about it," he
said in his usual soft-spoken and
restrained manner.
"People from the East Valley
still use downtown as their primary
market even with Eastridge. There
could be a major specialized market
down there."

The councilman was also a
member of the San Jose Planning
Commission from February 1976 to
May 1978. He spent his last year as
the commission’s chairman.
Part of the downtown’s problem
7entration of people
is the
th social problems,
associateci
such as mental illness, the handicapped and the elderly in that
area, McEnery said.
Another problem is the type of
redevelopment that has taken place
downtown in the past.
"There was a classical phrase I
used to use," McEnery said. "The
original was ’they created a desert
and called it peace.’
"I changed it to ’they created a

by Elhe Harland

Thomas McEnery

Urban homesteading, which
involves the rehabilitation of rundown homes in downtown, in another
step in the right direction, McEnery
said.
"When you drive by and see a
guy and girl working on an old

special care groups live right in the
university-downtown area.
"The specialized categories of
people that are down there are not
just the responsibility of that
planning area or of San Jose.
illness,
mental
"Since
alcoholism, etc., strikes any parit even
ticular group of people
strikes in Saratoga, I’m told I
think that all areas of the society
ought to be responsible.
"It’s simple decency and it’s
sound planning."
Developing an identity downtown, which relates to having a
variety of uses downtown, means
those groups would have to be
spread out, he implied.
Neighborhoods need to have a
citywide consciousness to develop

the idea of looking to the downtown
as the center of the city, he said.
A balance of uses, which is
perhaps the basic principle of
planning, is called for by San Jose’s
basic planning document, the 1975
General Plan, McEnery commented.
McEnery’s experience with
planning steins from his experience
on the planning commission.
His interest in the problems
downtown is rooted in his family’s
long interest in the downtown area
and is maintained because of his
interest in the groups concentrated
there. The four buildings which
comprise restaurant row in San
Pedro Square have been owned by
Ins family for more than 100 years.
But their holdings downtown
won’t be a conflict of interest,
McEnery maintains.
"It could be a conflict in certain
redevelopment issues," he said.
"I personally don’t see it as
such.
I don’t own any other
property in downtown San Jose.
"In a city as dynamic as San
Jose, if you make a decision on the
Coyote Valley, that certainly affects
downtown. If you make a decision of
any magnitude on the West Valley, it
can affect the downtown.
(Continued on page 31
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Aspects of districting issue debated
By Kim Gardner

’Voters will become

Measure F, the San Jose districting issue that’s
dividing city voters, has also divided members of SJSU’s
Political Science Department.

better educated’

The measure was the topic of a fast-paced debate held
Wednesday in the Student Union Umunhum Room.
Debaters were Drs. Terry Christensen and Roy
Young, SJSU political science professors. Christensen,
head of the Measure F steering committee, argued for
districting. Young, Political science department
chairman, argued against it.
Measure F, if passed, would divide San Jose in 10
districts, each represented by one city councilmember.
These councilmembers would be a resident in the district
they represent. Currently, the seven city council positions
are filled by at-large elections.
The 45-minute debate was sponsored by Pi Sigma
Alpha, political science honor society.
"Someone who represents 580,000 people in a 160square-mile area is not going to know the traffic problem
of crossing 10th and 11th streets," Christensen said in
defense of districting. "They’re not gonna know about the
little kid that must cross 12th Street each morning at 8
with no light to get to school," he said. "The most
dedicated public servant couldn’t even do that."
Young called Measure F’s promises of better
representation "nostalgic" and the idea of districting
"cosmetic surgery" that avoided the real problem.
"These (Measure F) reformers focus on the good
things about Measure F and ignore the consequences,"
Young said.
These consequences, according to Young, would be an
anti-democratic community and gerrymandering.

Terry Christensen

"It doesn’t expand democracy by adding districts,"
Young said. "They (Measure F proponents) ignore the
fact that if you’re in a group who could control government, it’s fine. But what if you’re a minority? Right now
you’ve got seven points of access (city council). You’d be

substituting two for those seven. The two Young referred
to would be the district representative and the mayor.
As for gerrymandering, the drawing up of districts
gives one political party a majority, Young said, and
councilmembers would draw district lines to their advantage.

Districting ’nostalgic’
avoids real problems

"I suggest that the only people who have ’seven points
of access’ are developers," answered Christensen,
pointing out that the majority of Measure F opponents
were developers and construction companys.
Christensen asked rhetorically, then why not at-large
elections for the County Board of Supervisors of for
members of Congress.
"It just doesn’t work," Christensen said.
"People (officeholders) are accountable whether
they’re elected by district or at-large," Young said.
"You’ve got a better chance (in current at-large voting)
that more people will listen to you."
Christensen claimed voters wouldn’t be limited to
talking to just their district representative.
With district elections, voters would become better
educated.
"You and I could make a better judgment who to vote
for if we can see our candidate, know what their eyes look
like, and see their reactions to us, rather than just seeing
their packaged images on TV," Christensen said.
As for possible gerrymandering in a districting
situation, voters would have recourse through the courts
and could also testify at public hearings, Christensen said.
"It’s (Measure F) not going to change some things,"
Christensen noted. "We’ll still have to work, we’ll still
have to talk, we’ll still have to organize. But right now it’s
the best alternative we have."
An election analysis will be held Nov. 8 at 11:30 a.m. in
the S.U. Umunhum Room. Analysts will be political
science professors Young, national elections; Dr. Larry
Gerston, state elections; and Christensen, local elections.
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Primates monkey around with marijuana
By Anne Houghteling
Lucy and Mildred have both
been heavy marijuana users.
Every day at 4 p.m. they gobbled up a cookie laced with a synthetically produced marijuana
compound.
They followed the unusual diet
for six years.
Both Lucy and Mildred are
rhesus monkeys, two of 22 such
primates who took part in a research
project started six years ago by Dr.
Ethel Sassenrath of UC-Davis.
Sassenrath, a bio-chemist,
measured the effects of heavy, longterm marijuana use on the health
and behavior of the test animals.
She believes human reactions to
heavy marijuana use might
duplicate the largely negative and
apparently permanent changes
observed in monkeys like Lucy and
Mildred.
"It would be overly optimistic to
think that human primates wouldn’t
show similar responses ( to heavy,
use),"
marijuana
prolonged
Sassenrath told an audience of about
Duncan
SJSU’s
in
Wednesday
40
Hall.

The monkeys, who ingested an
equivalent of one to two marijuana
joints daily, exhibited a range of
unusual behavior, Sassenrath said.
And, she stressed, the unusual
behavior, ranging from extreme
passivity to aggressiveness, persisted even after the monkeys’ daily
marijuana high had worn off.
Mildred, for instance, often
showed "rejecting behavior"
toward her offspring, Sassenrath
said. The baby monkey would be
handled carelessly by its mother.
Lucy became uncommonly
aggressive after being administered
her marijuana diet for nine months,
Sassenrath said. In a cage with
drugged and non-drugged animals,
Lucy managed to upset the pecking
order by fighting her way up from
low on the totem pole to her final
rank as the most dominant female.
Physical disturbances cropped
up with higher frequency in the
drugged test animals than in their
"straight" counterparts, Sassenrath
reported.
Disorders of the nervous
system, cardiovascular and urinary
systems were diagnosed.

Sassenrath devoted the second
half of her six-year study to the
study of marijuana’s effect on the
monkeys’ reproductive behavior.
Both pregnant marijuana users
and their offsprings suffered,
Sassenrath said.
’We have a feeling now," she
said, "that the drug has an effect on
mother’s support system. But we
don’t know yet if there’s a subtle
genetic effect on her ova."
Babies were often not carried to
full term. And, Sassenrath added,
many offspring born to marijuana using mothers were "significantly"
below average weight.
Her extensive observations of
monkeys using marijuana are
unique, Sassenrath said.
according
to
Monkeys,
Sassenrath, are the closest stand-ins
to man as far as testing for the effects of marijuana.
"Monkeys are as close to
humans in social and reproductive
behavior as we can get," she said.
"And rhesus monkeys handle drugs
metabolically very much like man."
Studying human primates
who’ve used marijuana heavily for

years would be difficult, Sassenrath
said. For ethical reasons, researchers can’t manipulate human
environment and behavior as they
can those of animals, she said.

Because of the limited amount
of investigation on marijuana’s
effects on human subjects, much
"confusion and emotionalism" still
reigns about marijuana in research

circles, Sassenrath commented.
"Effects of the drug on humans
can be non-specific and hard to
document in human populations."
she said.

SJSU custodian is being framed,
professors and students charge
By Mike Myslinski
An SJSU custodian charged with
two counts of attempted rape is
being "framed" by the campus
plant or rations department,
claimed three professors and two
associate professors from the
Theater Arts Department Wednesday.
Eric Lopez, a custodian in the
Speech and Drama Building,
surrendered to University Police
Monday and was charged with two
counts of assault with intent to
commit rape, two counts of false
imprisonment and one count of
assault and battery stemming from
his alleged sexual attacks on two

female campus custodians, and an
assault of a third.
The SJSU plant and operations
department has denied it tried to
force Lopez out of his custodial
position.
Lopez, 54, was arraigned
Wednesday in San Jose Municipal
Court and will enter a plea with the
court Nov. 6, according to Mike
Daniels, Lopez’ attorney. Bail is set
at $10,000.
"I think the poor man’s being
framed," associate Professor of
Theater Arts Randy Earle said
Wednesday at a meeting in the
Speech and Drama Building attended by Hal Todd, chairman of the
Theater Arts Department, Theater

Arts professors Noreen Mitchell and
Ken Dorst, and associate Professor
Donamarie Reeds.
The 15 students and faculty who
attended the emergency meeting
agreed with Earle that I,opez was
being "framed" and "railroaded"
by the plant operations department.
Earle charged that Joe Hunter,
night supervisor of custodians, told
him of a plan to "fire" Lopez. In a
conversation Earle said took place
around 10 p.m. Tuesday on the stage
in the Speech and Drama Building,
Earle told Hunter about the
department’s concern about rape
allegations involving I,opez.
((’ontinued on back page)
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Proposition 7 hotly debated
during ’obscene phone call
By Mike Myslinski
I got an obscene phone call
yesterday.
It was obscene for two reasons:
1 It came at 3:30 a.m. and 2) the
caller wanted me to support
Proposition 7, the death penalty
initiative which would send more
human beings to the California gas
chambers for an expanded number
of crimes.
I was in bed, dreaming of
princesses and Pulitzer prizes, when
the phone rang. I picked it up in the
darkness.
"A vote for Prop. 7 is a vote for
justice," a male voice said quietly.
"What? Who is this? Do you
know what time it is?"
"It’s too tide’" the caller exclaimed. "Much too late. Since 1972,
Californians have been demanding a
tough, effective death penalty law to
protect our families from vicious
killers. The law adopted by the State
Legislature 15 months ago is too
weak. Don’t you understand "
"Hold it! Who is this?" I
demanded, sitting up in bed.
"I am one of the 470,000
California citizens who signed a
petition to help get Prop. 7 on the
Nov. 7 ballot. Will you vote for it?"
Since I was awake I decided to
make a go of it. I oppose all kinds of
death penalties. The prospect of
expanding this punishment in this
state really bothers me. Even at 3:30
in the morning.
"I will not vote for it because
I’ve read it. And even if I hadn’t I
would not support legal murder. I
think society is ready to transcend
the eye-for-an-eye, life -for-a -life
crap."

IF WE
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No treaty in sight

Peace talks a farce
By Katherine Hamilton
Once again the world sits on the
edge of its seat anxiously awaiting
the outcome of the Mideast Peace
Farce.
Uh...Peace Talks.
Come on guys, who’re you trying
to fool? The problem is no (loser to
being solved than it was a year ago
when Sadat made his "historical"
trip to Israel.
There is more at stake than
land. There’s the culture and the
history of two nations butting heads
and it will take more than two men
discussion economics to clear it up.
Kdthenne Hamilton is a
Spartan Oath, reporter

The talks, if they can indeed be
called that, seem like nothing more
than a political ploy on the part of
three prominent politicians to
bolster their ratings in the world’s
polls.
Unfortunately it’s not working.
The leaders are slumping lower in
esteem than ever before and nothing
is getting settled over the bargaining
table.
Begin, once hailed as the hero of
the summit meeting at Camp David
in September, has never had so
many problems with his countrymen. He’s not taking enough,
they say. He’s compromising away
what is rightfully Israel’s. He can’t
win for losing.
Sadat, on the other hand, is
giving up too much, according to his
countrymen. There were many irate
politicians raising their voices high
on the Egyptian Parliament
following the summit meeting.
Sadat, instead of a great negotiator
of peace, as he is seen to be in the
U.S., was viewed as a traitor to
Egyptian values ... a weak-willed
man backing out on the wants, needs
and rightful possessions of his
people.
Carter, in addition to his
problems with the slumping
popularity of his economic plans, is
getting ulcers from constantly
having to mediate in the lover’s
spats between these two leaders.
It’s funny, these men received
the Nobel Peace prize for their tfforts.
A bit premature on the part of
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Letters should be typed, triilk,
spaced and must include the writer’s
major, class standing, address, telephone number and signature.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length, style or libel.
Letters should be submitted at
The Daily Office (JC 208) between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by
mail to the Forum Page, c/o the
Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., San
Jose, CA 95112.

the committee. Who’s taking that
first step toward peace? Not Begin.
Not Sadat. Maybe Jimmy Carter,
but the U.S. isn’t a party to the talks,
just the mediator.
No, neither one truly deserves a
title of peace fighter.
This talk of friendship and love
between the two countries is just
that.. talk. It has no substance and
no meaning.
Mrs. Sadat put the whole
problem in a nutshell last year when
Mike Wallace of "Sixty Minutes"
asked her about her and her
husband’s trip to Israel. Quite
diplomatically she said it was an
important trip and she thought it
would accomplish a lot toward
solving the problems between the
two countries.
Then Wallace asked her if she
and Mrs. Begin might become
friends from the effort.
I really don’t know, she said. I
mean how can I ever really be
friends when her people occupy my
land?
There is no common ground to
compromise on. That, if anything, is
evident from Mrs. Sadat’s words.
Besides, has anyone bothered to
tell the guerillas that these great
men are theoretically on the brink of
peace? It may seem all fine and

dandy if Sadat and Begin do happen
to find a peace settlement agreeable
to both, but if there are still armed
confrontations on the borders and on
the Gaza strip, what has the
agreement accomplished?
It may be distasteful to discuss
money at this point, but it’s U.S.
dollars funding this charade. That’s
bucks from your pockets and
mine. ..and for what?
This week the talks ( funny word
to use when that’s the one thing they
are not doing) are hot, next week
they’ll be cold. It all depends on who
has to give an inch. And the longer
this tarries, the more money it eats
up.
That’s taking goodwill a Little bit
too far. Neither country is ready to
settle this squabble which is as old
as the Bible. Priorities that have
been ignored must be sorted out
before there is ever any hope of
accomplishing a real and lasting
peace.
That means Israel must forget
this idea of being the chosen people
and the possessors of that strip of
land in Egypt.
That means Egypt must give in
to Israel’s claim to the land.
That is about as likely to happen
in the next couple of months as
Christmas in July.

-Is that right? What if some
psycho killed your father with an
axe in the middle of the night? In
seven years those freaks convicted
of first -degree murder can be out on
parole. Is that justice?"
"Be realistic," I urged. "Not
many convicted murderers get out
in seven. Prop. 7 sets the minimum
time of imprisonment for firstdegree murder at 16 years, eight
months and at 10 years for seconddegree murder. Right?"
"Quite."
"But it’s the fine print dealing
with death that bothers me. Gassing
a man who murdered my father
would not bring back my father. The
fact is, Prop. 7 has the goal to try
and add to the list of crimes
punishable by death."
Mike Myshnski is a
Spartan awry reporter

"That’s right. It would add a
judge, prosecutor and fireman to the
list. Kill one of them and chances are
you’ll die too. And that way the jails
will thin out a little."
I yawned and shook my head.
"Do you have any idea what it
costs the taxpayers to finance one
lousy crook in jaii for a year?" the
caller asked.
"No. What is the going rate?"
"Well, the state Department of
Corrections says it’s $2,575 per inmate per year. Down the drain."
I was getting a little fed up.
When someone tries to imply that
money can be saved by killing off
more convicted murderers, I lose

my patience.
"Listen to me, whoever you are.
The death penalty is barbaric. You
are barbaric for promoting it and for
waking me up at 3:30 a.m, to ask me
to promote it. It’s cruel and unusual
punishment. I understand that
California State Senator John Briggs
helped draft Prop. 7."
"Yes, Mr. Briggs is behind us."
"Well, I think John Briggs has
already proved to most people that
he is a cruel and unusual man by
drafting Proposition 6. But tell me,
do you think it’s fair to permit, as
Prop. 7 will, a judge and jury to
actually consider a man’s prior
felony convictions when the man is
being sentenced for murder?"
"You’re damn right! The
current law doesn’t allow this."
I looked at the phone and pinched myself. I wasn’t dreaming.
"You know, it’s people like you
who perpetuate violent crimes. The
slution can’t be found in the gas
chambers or in the mind of John
Briggs. It sounds trite, but I still
think the solution must come from
the heart."
"The what?"
"You heard me. Compassion
compassionate legislation, perhaps,
would help. Prop. 7 is heartless."
"I’m going to do a very uncompassionate thing. I’m going to
hang up on you. Why don’t you send
Charles Manson some roses in the
morning? You’re sick. I’m hanging
"Fine," I said quietly, "but
won’t you at least tell me your
name?"
"I.ucifer," the caller said, and
hung up.

letters
Prop. 5 and freedom
Editor:
Prop. 5, the anti -smoking
amendment, has a superficial appeal to non-smokers concerned
about the potential health hazards of
breathing the smoke exhaled by
nearby smokers in facilities where
smoking is permitted.
The issues involved in this
amendment are much deeper than
the simple attempt to reduce the
inconveniences to non-smokers. In
large part this measure seeks to
inject the heavy hand of government
into a situation involving the private
individual’s choice and, more importantly, a situation where private
decision -making will ultimately
provide an adequate solution in the
absence of government intervention.
The owners of restaurants are
free to adopt rules in order to cater
to types of customers.
The pursuit of profit will induce
restaurant owners to cater to the
diversity of taste with respect to

smoking rules, in the same way that
the pursuit of profit induces some of
them to sell hamburgers, others
health foods, and others highly
specialized ethnic dishes (French,
Greek, Italian, etc.).
A free society does not need a
law forcing those who sell health
food to also sell hamburgers and
cokes. Similarly, in a free society
there is no need for Proposition 5.
The argument that we need laws
to regulate smoking because
smokers do not have to face the cost
of the displeasure and harm (the
negative spillover effect) they
impose on other individuals is a false
argument when applied to smoking
in a place owned by a private individual.
The owners of restaurants and
other private businesses, in their
smokers
pursuit of profit, will
to face the cost of the displeasure
they impose on other individuals
(regardless of whether these individuals are customers or employees), just as some restaurants
force those who dislike wearing
shoes, suits or ties to face the cost of
the displeasure they produce on
others.
At best, the pro-Proposition 5
argument can be applied only to
smoking in non-privately owned
facilities and, therefore, it cannot be
used to ask us to vote for Prop. 5
since Prop. 5 covers private as well
as public facilities.
Note, too, that Prop. 5 asks us to
commit a substantial amount of
resources, such as local police, to
the enforcement of no-smoking
ordinances, resources that could be
used in alternative activities such
as preventing rapes and murders.
Can we seriously ask local police
departments to enforce such laws
given current crime levels?
Moreover, these public resources
will have to be used to enforce a
regulation which is little more than a
cleverly disguised attack on private
property and freedom of choice and
a less cleverly disguised attempt to
push more government down the
throat of the people of California
who have clearly indicated, via
Prop. 13, that Enough Government
is Enough!
Rudy Gonzalez
Steve Mehay
Economics Dept

Converting energy
Editor:
Regarding the pro nuclear stand
by Mr. Akers in the Daily letters.
Both he and Mr. McKean, whose
letter followed, seemed to imply that
the reason for solar energy use was

the production of electricity. I _
suggest he follow his own advise and
retake some basic physics courses.
Both letters seemed to show a
basic ignorance of thermodynamics.
Forty percent of electricity used in
homes is for water and space
heating, as a simple graph of his own
energy consumption would show.
It is basically inefficient to
convert energy to power and then
reconvert that power to heat, when it
is technologically feasible to use
passive and active solar systems to
directly convert energy to heat.
I also suggest Mr. Akers and Mr.
McKean take some of those liberal
arts courses that they showed such
disdain for. Dr. Aitken’s solar
energy theory class should enlighten
their "real" world.
Martin LeRoy

Meteorology senior :

its’ a mistake
Editor:
It’s amazing how some people
can connect my feelings about the
Briggs Initiative with the survival of
this country’s racial prejudiceness.
Gays aren’t Polish, Turkish,
Scottish or snobbish. They’re sick!
Wade Norris, an undeclared
sophomore, dug up a generous list of
"great" gays and placed them in his
letter of Oct. 13, Virginia Woolf and
Richard the Lion -Hearted, to names
couple, may be great; but, they sure
weren’t around when I needed food
stamps.
Wade also refuted my use of the
pronoun "its" when referring to Gay
people. It is a mistake; however, it
was made long before I sat down to
write.
La Rosa Carrington
Journalism junior
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Councilman: Downtown needs identity
(Continued from Page 1 )
"It’d hate to be
restricted on voting on the
issues on which I can be
most helpful."
Whether McEnery can

vote on those issues is up to
City Attorney Robert
Logan and the California
Fair Political Practices
Commission, McEnery
said.
The restaurants in San
Pedro Square and places
such as Camera One are
now one of the few areas
downtown that interacts
with SJSU, he said.
"You’ve got, what,
26,000 or 27,000 students.
This ought to be a key
market for the downtown
community, not just for
what’s there but what could
be there.
"One of the things I’ve
always complained about
is that there are no firstrun
movie theaters
downtown. Certainly there
at SJSU I you have one of
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SJSU, movies could play role in revitalization
the largest concentrations
goers,
movie
of
demographically, in the
32.
age group of 18 to
"I think it would be
financially feasible to have
a quad theater down there.
Movies are a tremendous
draw and I think that’s one
of the ways for downtown
to utilize that tremendous
market at San Jose State."
Another way to improve the downtown is to
set reasonable goals.
Human beings are
delicate things, McEnery

said, and to promise them a
lot can be damaging to
them.
McEnery used a
drawing of a proposed park
running down to the
Guadalupe River to
illustrate his point.
The drawing resembled almost an Utopian
setting with trees and
impressive buildings
mixed together in an attractive fashion.
"We need to implement reasonable goals
and hit ’em," he em -

phasized.
An improvement
throughout the city has
been the increased participation of citizens in city
politics. McEnery said.
"People have been
pushed so far on simple
issues that come home that
they are now starting to
participate. I hope it’s not
just an angry mass rising

If you can enlarge the
two percent that normally
participates in politics to
10, 20 or 30 percent you
move towards the ideal

Thomas Jefferson had for
this
country,
said
McEnery, who often cites
history to back up his
ideas.
McEnery, who has
lived in San Jose most of
his life, has a masters in
history from University of
Santa Clara and attended
Bellarmine
College
Preparatory.
He taught school for a
year before getting involved in his family’s
corporation, the Farmers
Union.
He
evntually
became president of the

business.
Actively involved in
San Jose politics for 10
years, McFnery was
chairman of the committee
to restore Peralta Adobe,
one of the oldest government structures in San
Jose.
He has written a book
about Thomas Fallon, who
was mayor of San Jose
about 10 years ago, which
is about to be released.

Classifieds
have something
for eve; yone!

He currently lives with
his wife, Jill, and men.
daughters in a house near
San Jose’s City Hall.

4; McEnery discusses election issues
By Steve Goldberg
Thomas McEnery was
appointed to the San Jose
City Council on Oct. 6.
He was selected by a
City Council divided over
questions about growth and
the ouster of former City
Manager Ted Tedesco.
"I was a known
commodity to them,"
McEnery said of his ap-

able to work with whoever
is mayor.
Measure F: I’m in
favor of districting. I think
its prime benefit is that it’ll
bring government closer to
the people and will move
dollar campaigning from
the significant level it’s at
now. That in itself is
enough reason to vote for
it. I would hope that the

with police. In that confrontation, which happened
in November 1977, Runyon
admitted to being in toxicated.
Runyon was part of the
coalition which ousted
Tedesco.
Although McEnery had
been mentioned as a good
candidate for the council
by several observers of city

’Measure E...is one small
measure for senior citizens’
pointment. "I spent two
years on the planning
commission, the last as
chairman.
"On the planning
commission, I think my
record, whatever else it
might have been, was
independent. I think I
decided the issues on their
merit.
McEnery
replaced
David Runyon, who
resigned Aug. 22 due to an
altercation with San Jose
Police. Runyon, allegedly
drunk at the time, had been
convicted of obstructing
justice in another incident
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roots in the city and his
willingness to listen to the
other side.

’SJSU STUDENT
DISCOUNT WITH
STUDENT
BODY CARD

He practices thinking
about the other side’s
arguments. McEnery said.

b

"Sometimes you put
such good arguments
forward for the other side
that you don’t have much of
a response."

ILIGX

Although he said he is
just trying to keep up on a
week -to-week basis with
the issues before council,
he added that the voters
will be able to judge in two
years whether he has been
a good councilman.
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London prices falling down

Prop. 6
nix
A joint statement
censuring Proposition 6,
the Briggs Initiative, was
issued yesterday by the
presidents of SJSU and
Santa Clara University.
Dr. Gail Fullerton of
SJSU and the Very Rev.
William Rewak, S.J., of
Santa Clara condemned the
"imprecise language of
Proposition 6, the ambiguity of its psychological
stance, and its potential for
denying an individual’s
human rights."
Proposition 6 would
allow local school boards to
fire teachers who publicly
admit their homosexuality
or who advocate a
homosexual life style.

Intl House
prepares authentic
foreign food
Tired of eating foriegn
cuisine out of a TV dinner?
Well, don’t suffer
anymore.
The
International Center, located
at 360 South Ilth St., is
offering ethnic nights twice
a month with authentic
foreign dinners and entertainment.
"The cost for the
dinner is $4 for nonresidents," said Marchello
Bigliardi,
executive
director of the center.
"Just call a day to two in
advance so we can make
arrangements in the kitchen."

WANT
ADS
WORK!

Latin American night
on Nov. 11 is the center’s
next ethnic dinner.
Organized by students
from Puerto Rico and
Venezuela, the evening will
include a Latin American
dinner and live entertainmentslide show,
music and dancing.
Other ethnic dinners
will be held on:
Nov
night;
Dec
night;
Dec
night.

18,

Chinese

8,

German

15,

Swedish

Doily,direct flights L.A. to London
Hundreds of seats available
For information call (213) 646-9600
For up-to-the-hour seat availability call (213) 646-9650
For detailed brochure write Laker Airways Licl
6851 West trivet al Highway. LOS Angeles CA 90045
SIM pounds tterl.ng
Senna. Man of Law a na,s

aker

’41

AIRWAYS

Pnrs C tm faa., Omar VISA, Anie.non ElOnISS

Associated Students Program Board
San Jose State University. Collage Maga,,.’
F. NOME Present

PETER
GABRIEL
Thurs. Ni Iv.

1(i

P.m

Nictes Gym S.IS1.
(Corner of San Carlos tit 4t II)
SUPPORTING ACT TO BE ANNOUNCED
$6 50 Advance. 5:
General $7.50 Advance. $850 Doi
Available at SJSU Business Office. it
Galactic Zoo Records. San Jose Box
and Santa Cfll, Box Offk e
T icketsStudents

i..,

e

THERE WILL BE NO SMOKING ALLOWED
OW COST
CHARTER FLIGHTS

TO LONDON
For Christmas 1978
Departures Dec. 5,
12, 19 and 26
Mail or call us for
Laker Skytram Info

PRESENTED BY

Rentattir in Britain
InterFornpean flights

FOR INFO: 255-6162

Measure E: I’m cochair of Measure E (which
would provide some lowcost housing units in San
Jose for the elderly. I
think it’s very indicative of
any society or city how

Thomas McEnery

6oinic.,
TO Do -THIS WEEKEND?

ALSO ASX US ABOUT OUR
LOW COST

10495 N. DE ANZA BL., CUPERTINO, CA
TICKETS: 3.50 ADVANCE. $4.00 AT DOOR

type of people who are
elected will be concerned
with the entire well-being
of San Jose and not just
their own district. It could
also get some qualified
people, who don’t have the
ability to raise $50,000 to
$100,000, to run for office
and theoretically get
elected.

Getting Through

Tickets on sale now at
Any Mountain

Iani>friounTaing.

they treat their old. This is
one small measure for
senior citizens. I think the
citizens of’ San Jose are
ready to make this type of
commitment. It entails no
new taxes.
MeEnery thinks his
best qualifications for
being a councilman come
from his experience on the
planning commission, his

’I’m in favor of districting...
it’ll bring government closer’

politics, it had also been
thought the council might
not have been able to agree
on a selection.
McEnery expressed
his views on several
election issues during his
interview with the Spartan
Daily.
Mayoral race: I have
personal
own
my
preferences but I don’t
think it serves any particular good for me to
support anyone. I have a
fairly difficult job to catch
up on the significant
amount of stuff there is to
catch up on. I think I’ll be

WHAT ARE YOU

IT’S ALL
GREEK
TO ME

CALL 984-7576
kWbI Ionnosse Uwe’
Sammie Ave.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

College Students- Come with us to Seville, Spain. Earn two years credit in the Spanish language in
one semester - studying Spanish only. Cost about the same as attending your college in the U S
48 students from various U S and Canadian colleges returned 1,011,
Seville on June 1st They have earned two full years of [refill in the
Spanish language in one semester and have had the most Interesting
and educational experience of their lives They have learned much more
about Spain and the Spanish language than could be learned in a
conventional classroom You can do the same’ Call them and have a pri
vate conversation with any of then, We wtil supply names addresses
and phone numbers Your cost will be about the seine as it will cost VOA
to attend your college here in the U S total costs including let round
trip from Toronto Canada board room tuition, and even text books is
St 949

LIVE IT! There us no winter as we know it in Se,
-,alm and
or AfIgn trees grow there You are inviten to come with us y. wig in no
way retard your schedule for graduation LIVE IP Eat drink. sleep read
write smolt and hear Spanish for four full months Make Spanish
friends have a real life personaltty formtng expetience Your professor
will be Mr Barton Siebring, formerly professor of Spanish at Calvin
College for ten years It will flea rifjOiffuS academic undertaking Mot for
tourists!) Designed for beginners f ull ills foreign language require
rnpnt for graduation The program is fully art edited by Denny Christian
College of Palos Heights It
Don’t wait, its getting iate.

MAY 31. 1979 For beginners.
FEB. 1
in Spain. 2442 E Collier SE Grand Rapids Mich 49S06
Call us collect. and doscuss it with us personally let S942 2154 for Write to SIN716
Federal and State of Dimon; aid is aponcable
A imperative prow an, fidtwenn Trinity Christian Colloge P. Sem est, n Span
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By John Jones
One of the largest
buildings on campus is
hardly ever visited by
students. But it directly
affects each one of them.
It is the Central Plant
Building, which houses all
the steam boilers and
water chillers for the
campus’ heating and air
conditioning.
Once inside the large

San Jose’s Most Unique Restaurant

PEANUTS
275 E. SAN Ff RAMA Si. 998-9778
(4reoss [ROM AdMiSSiONS If icr)

FRIDAY NIGHT
ENTERTAINMENT
featuring...

MARTY KANE
folk singer

HAPPY HOUR 2:00-on

brick building at Ninth and
San Carlos Streets, a maze
of pipes, fittings, and
gauges weave around the
building, and out through a
tunnel beneath which cuts
under the cmapus.
The plant is fully
staffed 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, according to Greg Asbury,
chief engineer.
Having a centrally
located plant, according to
Asbury is more economical
than separate heating and
cooling systems in each of
the buildings on campus.
Two campus buildings,
the Business Tower, and
Business Classrooms, are
heated and cooled by instructions from computer,
which monitors the temperature inside and outside
the building.
By simply pressing a
button, Don Skyberg, chief
engineer at the central
plant, can find out what the
outside temperature is at
the Business Classroom
building, and can determine what temperature the
inside of the building
should be.
Every
hour,
the
computer gives a printout
on the status of the
building’s inside ternperture. If any raising or
lowering of the building’s
are
temperature
necessary, Skyberg can
make them directly form
his office.
my
call
it
"I
secretary," he said.
Future plans call for
hooking up more buildings,
which are large consumers
of energy, such as Duncan
Hall, on the computer
system.
All of the plant employees are licensed
to

.

10th ANNUAL ALL-CAMPUS
TABLE SOCCER TOURNAMENT
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Student Union Games Area
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properly,
different
chemicals must be used a
sheat exchange mediums,
in the boiler, Asbury said.
As many as three to
four different chemicals
may have to be used in one
of the boilers to , keel). it

.opera ting efficiently, the
engineer said.
Testing is undertaken
almost continously to see if
the chemicals are reacting
properly, and to simulate
the conditions inside the
boilers.

Chief Engineer Greg Asbury reviews a computer printout on Business
Classroom indoor temperature.

A new tutorial program for engineering students
was organized recently by Black Students of
Engineering.
According to Wilie Evans, BSE president, students
are now able to come to someone who has been confronted with the same problem before.
Rodney Donaville, another club member, said the
program is set up in a study hall fashion so a student
with problems can walk around and find someone who
can help.

*

7pm in the Games Area
Monday, November 6
Open Division (male or female) -- 2 players per team
Round Robin or Double Elimination in
best 2 of 3 game matches
Entry Fee - $3.00 per person

1

4

ployees are trained
refrigeration mechanics,
who saved the university
nearly $29,000 in repair cost
to one of chilling units in
the plant.
For
the
boiler
.mechanism to work

Engineering’s ’study hall’ tutors
let students help other students

gI

:

work on the high pressure
boilers which dominate one
side of the building.
Although there is no
state law requiring the
workers to be licensed,
Asbury said, the school and
the city require it after a
destructuve boiler explosion several years ago
at a local department
store.
The four boilers rest on
30 -inch concrete slabs
which float on pilings
underneath the building.
Should anything go
wrong, such as a dramatic
increase or decrease in
pressure, a shrill sounding
whistle alarm is sounded
throughout the building,
and a light will flash on a
console which specifies the
problem.
A simular board is
hooked into the three
cooling systems, which
continously monitor the
of
those
functioning
mechanisms as well.
The cooling systems
pump 2,600 gallons of
cooled water a minute
continously through the
trans-campus underground
pipe line.
water
the
When
returns to the plant, it is
cooled again in a large
cooling tower within the
building.
An 18-foot fan pulls cool
air down through the water
and cools it so it can be
used again, Skyberg said.
During certain atmospheric conditions, a
phenomenon
mist-like
occurs over the building,
sprinkles on
or
and it rains
people walking by.
The plant’s staff are
not only supervisors of the
machinery.
Several of the ern-

.....
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photos by Alessandro Beretta

Don Skyberg adjusts two boiler valves in the central plant.

.....

He said there will also be a list of BSE members,
the classes they have taken and the grades they got, so
a student who needs help can call someone who did well
in the class.
Another advantage of the group, according to
Donaville, is the group’s connections with industry.
He said 95 percent of the club members get jobs.
Partly, he said, by club membership and partly
because there is a great demand for engineers these
days.

The connections, he said, come fmm company
newsletters BSE receives and from people in industry
who speak to the group.
Evans hopes later this semester to have Stanford
graduate Bill Johnson from Bechtel Company in San
Francisco speak to the group.
Johnson was also National Chairperson Emeritus
for the National Society of Black Engineers.
Evans said the society helped the BSE organize
last school year, the group’s first.
The club’s membership was not high enough last
year to qualify as a branch chapter.
The group now has 45 members, 35 of whom are
"very active" according to Donaville.
Evans said the goals for the club will be recruitment of interested freshmen and sophomores. He said
he hopes to encourage more minorities to try
engineering.
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Investing in real estate is an important step
in your life and it is essential you select a
representative that can get the best possible
results for you.
Our policies are always the same - efficiency, competency and reliability. For
professional assistance, please call us.

By Chuck Hildebrand
San Jose’s two-year sojuourn into Triple -A
baseball - specifically, the Pacific Coast League is now history.

Santa Clara County’s youth baseball programs
are among the most extensive and successful in the
entire country. Because of the climate and the
facilities, this area has produced numerous major
league stars and the interest in the game around
here is fervent - much more so than in any other
part of the Bay Area.
Indeed, Missions owner Joe Gagliardi said
when he bought the team that he thought a major
league team would someday call San Jose home.
He’s repeatd that line several times since, even
after the demise of the PCL here.
But his efforts toward marketing his product
has hardly been major-league and crowds have
dipped proportionately.
The San Jose Earthquakes discovered the
secret to luring fans out to their games - which is no
secret at all.

if
ig
te

It’s simple really. The Quakes’ approach is a
personal one. Their players descend on the youth
leagues, shopping centers, service clubs and
similar groups and meet the populace.
Instead of waiting for the fans to come to them
as the Missions did, the Earthquakes went to the
fans - and built one of the most succcessful franchises in the North American Soccer League.
It’s no coincidence to me that Gagliardi hired
Jack Previte, who had been the Earthquakes’
director of Marketing, as his new general manager - and I see that as a definite step in the right
direction.
But lack of promotion wasn’t the only thing that
alienated the few fans who wandered out to
Municipal Stadium during the past two years.
For one thing, the high turnover in personnel
during both seasons (a condition inherent in TripleA ball, more so than in other classifications) helped
erase whatever degree of identification there was
with the players.
Also, the quality of play, both on the parts of the
Missions and their adversaries, was hardly
reflective of the PCI,’s position as the next step up to
the major leagues.
In some cities, fans are impressed by the PCL’s
status and are attracted by former major league
performers playing out the string.
But that isn’t the case here. Why should fans
pay to see has-beens on the way down when they can
drive 50 miles to see the real thing?
Because of the advanced age and downward
direction of a lot of PCL players, the effervescence
and enthusiasm that is characteristic of most minor
leagues isn’t present in Triple-A.
(Continued on page 7

19601 McKean Road, San Jose, California
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It was the sixth
straight win for the
Spartans, who now have a
7-9 season mark. UOP’s
ledger on the season
dropped to 3-10. It was the
second time the Spartans
have beaten the Tigers on
the season.
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The Spartans have
three more games before
they go into the Pacific
Coast Athletic Conference
Championships Nov. 17 and
18. Seeding in that tournament is based on the
teams’ records in the
PCAA.
Although UOP is a
conference opponent, last
night’s game was an
"unofficial" league game,
according to Spartan
Coach Mike MacNaMa,
meaning it didn’t count for
PCAA seeding.
Last night’s game
followed a similar pattern
to the Spartan’s victory
over. 110P not 21.

In that game, the score
was 15-11, the Spartans had
a slow start but were able
to come back, exactly as
they did last night.
"I don’t know what it is
about playing these guys
(UOP)," MacNaMa said
after the game, "but we
seem to start out slow and
we can’t keep them out of
double figures. They’re not
a very good team."
Despite scoring first,
SJSU trailed after the first
seven-minute quarter, 4-3.
Mark Whitmore scored
the first of his game-high
five goals two minutes into
the period, but UOP took
advantage of two man-up
situations to outscore the
Spartans.
"UOP is basically a
two man team," MacNaMa
said before the game in
referring to Steve Mix and
Jeff Bergman, the Tigers’
two leading scorers on the
season.
The pair scored three
of the Tiger goals in the
first period, but were held
scoreless the rest of the
game.
In the second quarter,
each team scored only
twice. Jon Liffring, who
also notched five goals for
the Spartans, scored the
final goal of the half on a
tip-in shot with only three

Action Theater

V
by Paul Churl’)

The Spartan field hockey team, shown in a win over CSU-Sacramento, puts its unbeaten record on the
line today against UC-Berkeley. The winner of the match, set for 2 p.m. at South Campus, will claim the
NCAC title.

279-908h

Stickers host Bears for crown
By Keith Kropp
The
Northern
California Athletic Conference championship will
be at stake this afternoon
as SJSU’s women’s field
hockey team hosts UCBerekeley at 2 p.m. at
South Campus.
The Spartan stickers
enter the contest undefeated in 12 matches and

5-0 in the NCAC while the
Bear’s season slate reads 82-3. California is also undefeated in the NCAC but it
has two ties, which under
the NCAC point system
equals one loss.
As far as the irnportance of the match in
regard to gaining a berth in
the MAW Regionals next
week, today’s match is

Spartan coach
to be honored
By Dan Miller
Few coaches today
have been with one team
for 25 years. Usually the
coach retires, goes to
another school or is
dismissed.
The Spartan soccer
team has been under the
realm of one man for the
past 25 years though; Julie
Menendez is celebrating
his Silver Anniversary this
season.
Sunday afternoon has
been desiganted as "Julie
Menendez Day" at Spartan
Stadium.
Menendez will be
honored before the Spartans’ 2:30 clash with the
USC Trojans by former
players including Mani
Hernandez, school administrators and numerous
other comminity groups.
"Julie Menendez Day"
is not honoring Menendez
solely for being around 25

Poloists prevail
By Craig Hammack
Continuing its winning
ways, the SJSU water polo
team overcame a slow
start last night at West
Valley College, scoring 10
second-half goals enroute
to a 15-11 decision over the
Tigers from University of
the Pacific.

246 1770
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Can Cal League
make it/n S.J.?
As is the case with most historical events, it’ll
be a while before the final analysis of the experiment’s success can be made.
Right now, however, the San Jose Missions
must be classified as a monumental flop.
The team drew badly, partly because it had to
compete with two major league clubs for fans but
mostly because of an almost complete absence of
promotion, especially during this past season.
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seconds left, to keep SJSU
within one at 5-6.
"We played sloppy ball
- bad passes and lack of
intensity - in the first half,
but I chewed them out at
half," MacNaMa said of his
team, who outscored UOP,
10-5, in the second half.
Victor Ouslan scored
four goals in the second
half, after sitting out the
first half as punishment for
missing a recent practice.
Two of Ouslan’s goals
came after the contest was
decided, but his bat-in shot
on one of many good passes
by Joe Cunningham gave
the Spartans an insurmountable lead with
4:37 left in the game.
The second half effort
was noticeably better for
SJSU as they consistently
set up near the Tiger goal
on offense and made
several defensive steals.
Liffring and Whitmore
each scored twice in the
decisive third quarter
when SJSU took a 10-8 lead.
A notable absence
from the Spartan lineup
was junior Erin Sloan. He
was kicked off the team a
week ago at practice when
he refused to get back into
the pool, he said. He
departed in a fit of anger
because he felt the team
was lacking intensity in
practice.

years, but also for his
contributions to Bay Area
soccer and his successful
record as a coach.
According to SJSU’s
Information
Sports
Department, Menendez
has a world wide
reputation as an authority
in "the world’s most
popular sport."
Menendez has coached
two Olympic soccer teams.
He was the assistant coach
at Munich in 1972 and the
head coach at Montreal in
1976.
Menendez also coached
the boxing team in the the
1960 Olympics and coached
boxing at SJSU.
When Menendez came
to San Jose in 1954, he
rebuilt the soccer program
while coaching the boxing
team.
The boxing team won
three straight NCAA
championships, but no one
came out to play soccer.
"Julie took some of his
boxers and put them out on
the soccer field and turned
them into some pretty good
players," said Doris
Menendez, Julie’s wife.
The soccer team
struggled in its early years
of rebuilding, but since
1962, the Spartan soccer
team has never had a
losing season.
The 1968 team went to the
NCAA finals in Atlanta,
where the Spartans lost to
Maryland 4-3 in overtime.
He has produced 19 AllAmericas, has sent eight
players to the North
American Soccer League
and guided 10 squads to the
NCAA play-offs.
This year’s team
probably will have at least
one All -America in Easy
Perez, get into the playoffs
again and produce some
pro athletes.
Menendez’ goal is to
coach a Spartan soccer
team to the NCAA
championship and he feels
this year’s squad is more
than capable to do just
that.
for
reason
One
Menendez’ 25-year success
story might be the fact that
he doesn’t stress winning.
He thinks of the individual
first.
"Soccer is played for
more than winning,"
Menendez said, "It’s an
extension of life. I want the
guys to know that."
Some of those guys will
be present Sunday to honor
their former mentor.

crucial to Berkeley.
SJSU head coach Leta
Walter feels very confident
about the Spartan’s
chances of reaching next
weekend’s
Regionals.
Walter also pointed out that
a Spartan loss today should
not effect their position
because of SJSU’s impressive record this year.
If the Spartans win
today, they win the NCAC
outright. A Spartan loss
would mean SJSU and
Berkeley would be cochampions in which case it
is likely that the Spartans
and Bears will both advance to Regionals.
This afternoon’s match
with the Bears figures to be
the toughest league encounter for SJSU since the
Stanford game early last
month.
Assistant
coach

Carolyn Lewis indicated it
could be a high scoring
match, which would be the
first breakdown of the
Spartan’s perfect defense
in league action this year.
SJSU has not allowed a
goal in NCAC play this
year.
"If any teams has the
capability to score on us
it’s California," Lewis
said.
"They
have
breakaway possibilities,
especially with Cheryl
Johnson, a member of the
United States field hockey
squad. This match will be a
good defensive test for us."
In
evaluating
Berkeley, Lewis stated it
plays similar to SJSU-a
passing control game. The
Bears have several fine
players but as a team they
are inexperienced, according to Lewis.

Now Showing

LITTLE
GIRL
LOST
and

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
Admission
$1.00
continuous
Sam til 4am

EEs
Give QUME The first Degree*
(*Your BS of course)
QUME deserves your consideration for career development and
professional satisfaction .. .
Located in the SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA. QUME is a fast growing.
dominant Company that has developed, manufactures and markets the
non-captive portion of the Word Processing Market for PRINTERS.
From an auspicious beginning in 1974, QUME has established and maintains a technological lead in our Industry. Approximately 75i’s of the
non -captive Printer Market is QUME’s . . . and our sales in 1978 just
5 years after our beginning
should exceed $50 million.
In early 1979. we will move into our ultra-modern facilities in San Jose
presenting you an unparalleled environment and technology to perfect
and expand our product line.
QUME is autonomous, profitable and well managed. Our benefits are
outstanding. If you have a BSEE with a CS minor, are ambitious, technically knowledgeable and aspire to advance your professionalism rapidly
with a respected innovator in the Computer Peripheral Industry ...
QUME is the place for you to be!

SAN JOSE STATE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
NOVEMBER 8 Wednesday
Contact the College Placement Office
immediately to arrange convenient
Interview.

Resumes, additionally, may be sent
to Karen Endersbee, Personnel
Manager. QUME. 2323 Industrial
Parkway. West, Hayward. CA
94545. (415) 783-6100.
An equal opportunity employer

U11180
P

2323 Industriai Parkway Wes:
Hayward CA 94545
(415)783 6100
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’THE FIXER’

sports

Starring

ALAN BATES
Sunday, November 5
7:30 p.m.
Education Building, Rm. 100
Admission: $1.00
Call 2664648
for information

L
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444s1(7*
4,** -114,
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ENSEMBLE ...

A SUPERB

AS
MARVELOUS AN ORIGINAL MUSICAL
AS HAS BEEN SEEN IN THESE PARTS."
--John Wessoi Fran, SF Chron,c/e

"IT’S NOT TO BE
BE A PRIMETIME

MISSED...SHOULD
TV SPECIAL."

George Christy.

Hollywood

Roporter

MINORS

OF ALL AGES WELCOME
EVERY SUNDAY AT 3:00 PM
F U A THUR 8,00014-87 00
91 & SAT U 00 8 IO 30PM-88 00
SO’. S ’OAF 30 PM$8 00

L’

AVAITABLT Al CLUB FUGAZ1. MACY’S. BASS (ALL
FACTORIFS/ TICKFIRON. MAJOR AGENC’ES OR
GE
BY
PHONE,
421
4222
NO MINORS F41,’.’1,5
5E4T5 JA405E84E5

F UGAZ I

LUB

78 GREEN STREET

SAN FRANCISCO

Walk into the incredible true
experience of Billy Hayes
And bring all the courage
you can
’

’‘on11...""

tqruNeHRro

Daily Barg. Mats. 51.50 bl 2 p.m.
on Available Seats.
At-- 100. 3:15, 5:85. 8:00. 10:15

By mike Barnhart
freshman Eddie Baza and
There is no question Rudy Guevara battles
SJSU’s wrestling team will senior Rusty Lockwood in
have more important 126-pound matchups.
meets than the one they
Tim Kerr, brother of
have 7:30 tonight in SJSU head coach T.J.
Spartan Gym.
Kerr, opposes senior Mike
But, in terms of pride, Snipes. Snipes, a 167 tonight’s match with the pounder, will face a 10alumni undoubtedly is the pound
weight
disadbiggest.
vantage.
Spartan assistant
Among the other six
coach Kevin Hejnal, who scheduled matches, senior
SJSU
completed his
wrestling career last
season, played a part in the
1977 varsity’s 35-13 victory
over the Alumni.

Marty
Lockwood
challenges Rafel Meza at
118, sophomore Dennis
McDowell meets Oscar
Trevino at 134, senior
Duane Harris tangles with
Ralph Kuehn at 190 and
Guy Heath junior squares
off against Donnell
Jackson
in
the
heavyweight division.
Tickets will be on sale
at 6:30. Admission is $2 for

Tonight, Hejnal will
compete for the Alumni
against sophomore Reggie
Thompson in the 167-pound
match.
"There is definitely
alot of pride involved in
this meet," Hejnal said.
"Last year the varsity won
for the first time and the
alumni doesn’t want that to
happen again.

The passing defense
mark is tops in the PCAA,
while the rushing defense is
second.
Offensively,
the
Spartans are fourth with
350 yards per game. CSUFullerton, SJSU’s foe
tomorrow night, is first

adults and $1 for students.
Robert McDowell and
Lee Mills registered pins,
in leading the Blue to a 2512 win over the Gold in the
annual Blue -Gold Intrasquad meet Wednesday
night.
pinned
McDowell
freshman John Peregrina
in the 150-pound contest.

Mills put another freshman, David Perez, on his
back in the second round of
the 134-pound bout.

Thompson
Harris.

Gold winners were
Rick
Baza,
Eddie
Reggie
McKinney,

Duane

Blue 25. Gold 12
118

Marty
Lockwood,
Wayne Jones, Doug
Steward and Mike Snipes
all won by decision for the
Blue team.

and

M

Lockwood (B) der
Jones I 13) der

Rodrigues. 82. 118
Frye. 93.

126

Bata (GI der

Lockwood. 705,
Pere, (290).

134

134

R

M/Ils 18/ P
(GI
Stewart (13)

McKonney

dec Davtla. II 5. 142
der
D McDowell, 54. 158
McDowell (B) p Peregrina 13r90.

158
Thompson (GI der Gustafson.
14 . 177
Snmes (8) der Jensen, 10
1 190 Horns IGI cler Heath. 83

Spartan defense holds league lead

Toth-Fejal,
who
wrestled collegiately at
Lehigh University, is the
lone import on the alumni
squad. He was an All.
America in 1977 and an
alternate to the U.S. team
at the 1978 World Games.
McDowell compiled a
40-3 record last year.
Three other Spartan
assistants will be in action
for the alumni.
Danny Kida takes on

KSJO
92

(T11111111/

ve,,

lb. match in the annual Blue -Gold intersquad meet Wednesday night in
Spartan Gym.

Wrestlers, Alumni in exhibition

"The alumni, of
course, is more experienced, but tends to lack
conditioning.
Varsity
performers want to impress the coach.
"So there’ll be some
exciting matches."
The most exciting may
be the 150-pound contest
between senior Robert
and
SJSU
McDowell
assistant coach Tihamer
Toth-Fejal.
An ALAN PARKER Film MIDNIGHT DIPRESS
ALAN MARSHAL!
...OLIVER STONE .
PETER GUBER
r;InRc,lo MORODEP
ALAN PARKER
DAVID PUTTNAM
O0
H’ ’ ’’ "

hy Briat, S

Perez
SJSU wrestlers Lee Mills (on top) a sophomore and freshman Dave
entangle during a match. Mills pinned Perez in the second round of their 1 34

Ripliregioum
11,1eN11128kiir lisJ

hOmE of

1\11)USTIIIAL STIIIENGTH
1101.1.
110C:1

SJSU’s football team
continues to lead the
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association in team
defense.
The Spartans yield an
average of 279.4 yards per
game, 125.1 passing and
154.3 rushing.

with 441 yards per game.
Fullerton also paces
the league in scoring (26.1
points per game), while
SJSU is fifth ( 17.1).
Fullerton runningback
Obie Graves leads the
PCAA in rushing and
scoring.

Fencers entertain Gators
SJSU’s fencing team
hosts San Francisco State
University 4 p.m. today in a
Northern
California
Athletic
Conference
tournament in WG 101.
The Spartans should
have no problem extending
their NCAC record to 4-0,
according to SJSU coach
Michael D’Asaro.
The Gators, which lost

to SJSU, 25-2, in the seasonopener for both teams, are
having a "down year,"
D’Asaro says.
"Most of their team is
new, so this is a rebuilding
year for them," D’Asaro
explained.
"They have one experienced guy in epee, but
that’s about it.
"San Francisco has

always been strong in the
past."
The Spartans will be
sharpening their swords
for UC-Berkeley, which
they host next Friday.
"The Cal tournament
will be the big one, as far as
league goes," D’Asaro
said.
SJSU’s other wins were
against UC-Santa Cruz, 2610, and CSU-Sonoma, 23-4.

Graves has rushed for
1,153 yards and scored 50
points.
Spartan Stan Webster
is the league-leader in
kickoff returns. Webster
has returned 18 kicks for
481 yards.
SJSU quarterback Ed
Luther ranks second in
passing despite the fact he
leads the league in passes
intercepted.
Luther has completed
119 of 236 passes for 1,353

yards, but has thrown 16
interceptions.
Kevin Cole is fourth in
rushing (78.8 yards per
game).
Steve Hines and Cully
Williamson share the interception lead with three
others.
The
Spartan
defensive backs both have
three.
James Richburg is
fourth in punt returns. He
has returned 16 punts for 95
yards.

PCAA FOOTBALL STANDINGS
W
L
0
Pacific
3
3
1
Utah State
1
CSU Fullerton
2
1
1
SJSU
1
2
CSU Long Beach
4
0
CSU Fresno
SATURDAY’S GAMES
CSU-Fullerton at SJSU (7 p.m.)
CSU Long Beach at CSU-Fresno
Pacific at Utah State

T
0
0
0
0
0
0

GB
1/2
1
11.1
2
31/2

Gridders host Fullerton State
By Chuck Hildebrand
"He’s the best back in
the Pacific Coast Athletic
and he’s
Association
coming to town this week."
The speaker was SJSU
head football coach Lynn
Stiles and the subject was
Fullerton State fullback
Obie Graves.
Graves’ statistics
justify Stiles’ praise.
The 5-9, 175-pound
senior from Monrovia,
Calif. is the nation’s fourth leading rusher with 1,153
yards in 169 carries, an
average of 6.8 yards per
trek.
He blazed for 139 yards
on 27 totes last Saturday as
Fullerton punished Fresno
State 37-9 for its third
victory in eight 1978
outings. He churned for 291
yards overland in an
earlier Titan triumph over
Long Beach State and has
been held under 100 yards
only once.
Quarterback Dale
Bunn and Graves have
collaborated for nearly 300
yards per game on the
ground from the Titans’
option -oriented offense.
The SJSU defense
faces the formidable task
of stopping Graves, Bunn
and the rest of the
Fullerton offense at 7 p.m.
tomorrow at Spartan
Stadium.
And that chore won’t
be made any easier by the
absence of All -America
candidate
Frank
Manumaleuna.
Manumaleuna injured
an ankle in the final play of

SJSU’s 31-21 loss at Utah
State last week. Assistant
coach Ron Lynn said
that
Thursday
Manumaleuna definitely
won’t play Saturday and
may miss additional action
as well.
"There’s a possibility
that there may be chips on
the ankle and we’re
awaiting x-rays on it now,"

Lynn said.
Lowell Thomas, a 6-2,
207 -pound from ’San
Francisco’s Lincoln High,
will
move
into
Manamaleuna’s linebacking position.
The Spartans may also
have to operate without
strong
safety
James
Richburg, who is nursing a
knee injury. If Richburg

isn’t ready to go Mark Lott
will step in for him.
Fullerton State, a
perennial PCAA patsy in
its previous three years in
the league, has attained a
large
measure
of
respectability with its two
PCAA successes this
season.
Prior to this campaign
the Titans had earned just

one PCAA win in 12 tries
a 17-7 nod over University
of Pacific in 1976.
Tomorrow night’s loser
faces elimination from the
PCAA race; Fullerton is 2-1
and SJSU is 1-1 in circuit
play.
The battle will be
broadcast live on KSJS
(90.7) and KXRX (1900)
starting at 6:30 p.m.

by Paul Cho’’,

From left to right. Spartan coaches Dave Rastovski, Lynn Stiles, an unidentified Spartan player and
Coach Don Freese discuss strategy with quarterback Ed Luther (No. 11). SJSU faces CSU-Fullerton
tomorrow night at Spartan Stadium
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San Jose pro baseball at crossroads
(Continued from Page 5 )
That, too, posed a
problem for the Missions and compounding the
difficulty was the absence
of talent on the ball club
both years it was here.

smattering of observers at
most Missions games
caught bits and pieces of
the actionbetween yawns. I
would venture to add that
not many of them came
back.

Games were dull, often
one-sided, and there was
nothing other than the
contest to entertain the
fans.
There aren’t many
fans sophisticated enough
to enjoy baseball just for
what it is - a pastoral,
symmetrical thing of
beauty.
Most fans must have
other type of
some
distraction to help them
enjoy the game. They have
to be entertained, and the
Missions made no strides
whatever in that direction.
As a result of the
lackluster play and the
lack of diversions, the

Now the PCI, is gone
and San Jose is returning to
the California League, of
which it was a member
from 1962 to 1976. The Cal
I,egue is a Class A circuit,
which represents a twonotch decline.
Even so, my feeling is
that, with the right type of
promotion, a Cal League
franchise has the potentital
to make it big here, even
with the Giants and A’s
apparently staying put for
the time being.
From what I’ve seen of
Previte, he’ll make a
definite effort to take his
product to the fans. Most
major league teams don’t

shuffle bodies at the Class
A level nearly as much as
they do in the Triple-A
classification, and this will
help the fans become
familiar with the players.
San Jose is a city with a
inferiority complex, and it
will rally to anything it can
call its own if the product is
brought to its attention.
That has to be done
systematically, and it can’t
be done by offering free
admissions.

Pete Ciccarelli of the
Salinas
Angels,
for
example, took over the
public address system and
led cheers, chided opponents, gave away prizes
and
did
impromptu
standup comedy routines.
It was an admittedly
goofy gimmick, but it
worked; the Angels drew
100,000 fans in 1978, over
30,000 more than San Jose

thquakes.
The old Bees of the Cal
League drew well 1125,047
in 1974 ) but many of those
admissions were freebies
and the Bees papered the
house so blatantly that no
real large-scale following
was established. That had
a lot to do with the
Missions’ failure, also.
There is a precedent of
success in Class A ball for
at least one other PCI.
dropout. Portland.

major league castoffs iJim
Bouton, for example,
pitched there for awhile)
and youngsters who hadn’t
gotten a shot in a major
league farm system.
eccentricity
That
appealed to the fans, and
the Mays drew almost as
well in their first season in
the NWI, as the Beavers
had the year before - even
though the PCL plays a 140game schedule and the
NWL only 70.

Something along the
The Beavers left the
same lines is needed here;
PCI. after the 1974 season,
the fans must have fun at
but entrepreneur Bing
the ball park if they’re to
Russell installed a Norreturn and most can’t
thwest League franchise in
derive enjoyment exthe city.
clusively from baseball.
The Mavericks, as they
I can’t see major
league baseball in San Jose were dubbed, operated as
but I can see Triple-A ball an independent team inmaking it here eventually. stead of joining a major
But the broad base of league farm system.
As a result, the club
support has to be built up
as it was with the Ear- was a bizarre collection of

Fans who get in free
are contributing nothing to
the cash flow and are
usually there because of
the price, not because they
want to see the game. They
can’t be counted upon as
longtime supporters.
Most of all, the fans
have to be entertained once
they get to the park. There
are several ways of doing
this; general manager

The same thing could
happen here - if Gagliardi
and Previte sell the
product properly.
As Previte put it,
"Baseball is baseball,
regardless
of
the
classification." If the team
captures the imagination of
the San Jose fans, it will
flourish.
San Jose’s potential for
professonal baseball has

TAKING THE

LSAT?

hardly been explored at all.
This may be the town’s last
chance.
One thing is for certain
- the fans can’t be expected to storm the gates
on general principle. They
must be lured out there,
and entertained once they
get there.

Join thousands of
law school applicants
nationwide in

Amityt LSAT
Review Seminars
CALL TOLL-FREE FOR
DETAILS AND LOCAL
SCHEDULE INFORMATION:

800-243-4767

\

’

kinko’s copies

Professional baseball
is at a crossroads in San
Jose. Either it will take the
road to success and a
return to the PCI. as
Portland did, or it will be
waylaid and wind up as a
tombstone in the baseball
graveyard. The Class A
franchise will plot the
course.
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classifieds
THETA CHI fraternity will host an
after game party on Nov
4
Music by "Teaser "

announcements

STEREO

for sale
Good cond
$200/best Offer Also records and

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST
State

DENTAL

ENROLL

PLAN
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For
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ACADEMY

forrnation call A.S. office or 371
6811
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Ballet,
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Ballet,

Scottish.
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Santa

2905

Clara

BALLET

New
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Session at
of
Ballet
near
classes,

FIGHT

Eufrazia

College age
campus. Beg., Int.. Adv. Come
see our new studio. 1461 Park

Save your aluminum, glass, tin

Stadium)
PART TIME work.. Set your own
hours Salaried while learning

Wed,

Program

at

Kevin
Sullivan.
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Marketing Director at 14081 246
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Info.,

Gay Student
every Thurs. 30 SO people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union GSU provides a blend of

SJSU

lust coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
5.1). Guadalupe Room at 8prn.

10 5Creativity Night. Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art

’78

XS 750

YAMAHA
9,000 miles

610

DATSUN

Dana, 245

cond.

Good

New Zealand, mainland China.
in Europe and much

Skiing
more

Wed.. Nov I, the Hyatt
House, 1740 N 1st St.. San Jose,
For more info., or free
p.m
11
catalog.

contact.

Center.

5540

Bug Super Beetle Exc.
cond. Must sell. Call 238 1167
TOYOTA truck.
carpeted

radials.

Oakland,

CA 94618

Ave.,

(415) 654

Teresa 354 0150

FREE

$LOW!.

’71 SUPER BEETLE
blue. Call 268 1177

Backpacking’

18

11/1 3

Sierra
Back

packing, Skyline to sea

Don’t
PILOTS and Student Pilots
get stuck with Hobbs time Fly
wet tach and save BIG money.
Example
1975 Cessna ISO’s.
S13 Mr Least expensive way to
get that coveted pilot license and
fly with the eagles Largest club
, in Calif. MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our Reid
Hillview branch for full info.
Gottschalk’s
Don
now
Call
Flight Center. 923 4171

9425

South of Downtown Dot

sun

’UNIQUE

PLEASURABLE Oral

Preparation
Builds
Exam
confidence and command of
statistical results Call (OS) 091
3073 "

Ac

EOE /Aff ir motive

KATZ

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn tO
interpret
and
calculate
perin small
horoscopes

you
non

Happy 19th
old lady you!
carborundum!

available. Call DONNICE /31192
0986.

IS it true that "knees" that look
than
better
score
athletic
"pits?" Ask Mr. Shorts,

.1W.

Lite Without you is like a
balance Sheet without numbers.
I hope my loss has proved to be

LOOKING for Datum or other light
pick up. 1969 72 preferred. Worn

very cheap to run

Make offer

I NEED a ride to S.J.from Santa
Cruz one day a week. Call Dr.

love you after 14, Steve/03.

BATMAN, I don’t associate nor do I
CREEPS
IN
acknowledge

will

Al

Garza

That’s
DE AR Princess Meiwin:
what mad sizards are for! It’s
been my pleasure Love, the

love

become

Hdqtrs.
Asbury Call 998 1978.

DEBBIE at GAMMA PHI: The OX
EAR is still waiting to (PH ARP
VODT).

you

mayor.
16
at

grad.

Call Scott at 769 3392.
’77

IMPALA

7dr

top,

Saturdays.
DEAR Patient and Waiting More
into please. Bubbles (I think?)

MARGE: I love you and I can’t wait
to live in sin! Thanks for your
friendship Love. Barret.

AiRBORN ARNOLD Mitt! HAPPY
7151 BIRTHDAY ON NOV. 4th
PARTY HARDY! 027

AM

8 track.

coupe.

everything.
Exc.

cond

WEEKEND FUN!. Earn In? days
whet most do in 5 Sat Sun 5100
300 easy Customers come to
you.

Demonstrate

FEMALE Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK, No drugs. 275 3950 eve.

share, 545 50/wk single
11th St. 293 7374

652 4400, ext. 500

AUTO, HOME,FIRE. HEALTH.
If you are not already with Slate
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time I onvenient for you
on campus, your home or my
Let’s Oct together and
give you better coverage for less
money CALL
MORY STAR.
office.

753 3277 or 446 3649

START

NEED immediately, a full time
nutrition minded person to work
food service at Sun ’N Soil
Natural Foods Call 287 8887 or

SEMESTER

RIGHT.
76
OD, AM ’FM. 17.400
excellent 1,44313 liron Call Ron
or Joan 17071 538 0915, Santa
Rosa

BED and BOX SPRING, full f lie. S10
ea Bedding II 3/piece 578 8015
eveS

SHREDDED foam rubber

65 cents

lb 793 2954
WANT ED TO BUY Dolls from 1960’s
to Antique 171 1363

FOR SALE ’65 Mustang 709 engine.
Cl Bell Housing and
S100
Torque Converter, $15 4 Indy
Maris. $100 call Todd WA 9133
or 217 0631

Happy

birthday

Kim F.. Brad H. and Mary C.

BEBES. You finally made it-I HP9P
belated birthday Only 10 More
weeks Love always. Brian.

and board. I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and

in reports.
theses. resumes. Prompt ser
vice with accuracy guaranteed.

TYPE

to
wanted
vocalist
accompany singwriter/guitari

FEMALE

reports,

servers for school in San Jose.
We will train you but you need a
car or trans to school. For info..
call Stephanie at 14151 4913897,

GARDENER HANDYMAN
grass,

shrubs

outside clean up

and
Work

to

Ask

1029

SHINE!’
Wake up
and
Service. Can’t get up or don’t
hear the alarm? Let us wake you

Now
recom
incredible MPM

headphones. $40 reg.. now $25
Sanyo TP 727 w/Pick cart, $100
reg

’RISE

now SI00

30 watt power booster.
equalizes. 3 mos old. 535. Allan.

CLARION

287 2104.
- FAST,

- - - TYPING:

ACCURATE
Term

papers,

trawl

letters,
theses,
resumes. etc. Correct form and
reports.

Turabian.
Camp
bell/Ballou, etc. Call Barbara
Morgan, 252 2068. (No calls after

TRAVEL SALE
The air tare war is on!! We
represent all the options with no
bias. Let us help you with your

9:30p.m., please)

plans It costs you nothing extra
to work with a travel agent

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount. For
all

your

laundry

needs:

Travel

for
a
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by

John are expressions of

love,

soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the I ones, well
ding photography. call John
Paulson at 769 7937

charlers..Eurail

and/or

Britrail international.

folded.

40

cents/lb.

Identity

East from
to
flights
travel.

Europe.

Charter
Mexico

to

Two

Three

Four

Fon

day
St 50

days
200

dia

days

2.25

4 snag

200

2.75
3.20

3.10

3.50

3:
3

6 hoes

2 50
.700

2.50
300

2 40
2 90

dies
2.50
300

day

hnds

3 50

3 75

3 90

400

35

50

50

444 E William St
I 10th and Williams sts . down
troth Togo’s). San Jose. CA
95112 14081292 1613 M F, earn
Specialists

TYPING. Thesis, research papers.
IBM Selec
etc. Experienced

opm. Sat , 10am 3Pm
TRAVEL
ADVENTURE
FREE
Himalayan
PRESENTATION
trekking. Overland expedition in
Africa, AS6, South America
New Zealand. mainland China
Skiing in Europe and much

Inc. Evy 167 4683

TYPING

AND
CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION $1 page and

typist.

academic

Wed, Nov I. the Hyatt
House, 1740 N 151 St . San Jose
8 p.m For more ,nfo or free
more

papers.
Barbara Weirnan

Reports,

term

GIVE the Gat only YOU can give a
to
Portrait
Color
beautiful
someone you love Call !Cohn

cellent reader Will train 53,0r
Call Mrs Spencer at 757 1809

PHONE SOL ICIT ER 06 hr to Start
Green Thumb
Eves. wknds
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Local attorney on panel to
review Fresno president

.1111111111
i.i1.1111111
14111

I
San Jose attorney
Albert J. Ruffo has been
named one of three persons
appointed by Chancellor
Glenn Dumke to review the
eight-year presidency of
Dr. Norman A. Baxter of

Fresno State University.
Other members of the
review panel are Dr.
Joseph B. Platt, president
of Claremont University
Center, and Dr. Raymond
Rydell, executive vice

Congress okays
strict PCP law
By Lee G. Sherman
The House and Senate
have recently voted approval for tough new
increasing
legislation
the
for
penalties
manufacture and sale of
the drug PCP.
Santa Clara Valley
Congressman Norman Y.
Mineta, D-San Jose, a
principal House backer of
stricter PCP laws, predicts
that President Carter will
sign the legislation.
Mineta was a key
witness at hearings on PCP
abuse by the House Select
Committee on Narcotics
and Drug Abuse.

h

81,11,

A bomb threat in the Business Classroom Building resulted in a 53
minute evacuation of that building yesterday morning, according to
University Police. No bombs were found by police during the search.
An anonymous male called an SJSU employee in the Business
Classroom Building at approximately 9:20 yesterday morning saying
he had placed three bombs somewhere in the building, according to
a police spokesman. The caller said the bombs were set to detonate
at 10 a.m., police said. The employee, who police refused to
identify, but said was probably a faculty member, then called the
University Police who evacuated the building. After a search, police
waited until 1 0: 1 5 a.m, before allowing the building to be reoccupied, police said. At 10 a.m. University Police Officer Bucky
Harris shouted to the crowd of approximately 350 people that the
building could be re-entered in "about 15 to 20 minutes." An
unidentified male called out, "Take your time." No suspects are
under investigation, according to police, and motives for the bomb
threat are also unknown at this time.

Current penalties for
PCP manufacture and sale
can bring up to five years
in prison and a $15,000 fine.
Persons convicted under
the new laws could face
penalties of up to 10 years
in prison and a $25,000 fine.
PCP ( Phencylidine
was developed during the
1950’s as a surgical
anesthetic, but its use was
discontinued after the drug
produced dangerous sideeffects. In recent years,
PCP abuse has become a
parmajor problem,
ticularly in the Santa Clara
users
Chronic
Valley area.
are often afflicted by a
zombie-like lethargy and
extreme paranoia.
Manuel Sandoval, a
staff assistant to Mineta,

Rape accusations a frame-up
say Theater Arts supporters
(Continued from Page 1
According to Earle, Hunter replied: "You’re wasting
your time. We’re going to fire Eric. It doesn’t matter if
he’s proven innocent."
Hunter denied making those statements. "It’s my
word against his," Hunter said Wednesday.
Richard Quisenberry, chief of custodial services, said
his department as "no reason for railroading him (Lopez)
out."
"He’s done fine work," Quisenberrysaid.
That he has done fine work, including escorting
women working late on play productions to their cars,
added to the shock of reading about his arrest, Lopez’
supporters in the Drama Department said.
Professor Mitchell, who is often involved in stage
productions until late at night, said she asked Lopez to
escort female drama students to their cars and even had
Lopez escort her.
Professor Todd said Lopez told him he was being
harassed by the plant operations department.
Several drama faculty and students questioned the

spartaguide

handling of the Lopez investigation by University Police.
They were surprised that Lopez, who allegedly attempted
to rape a female custodian on the Drama Department
stage Oct. 9, was connected with an alleged rape attempt
in late September which also apparently occurred in the
Speech and Drama Building.
None of the theater arts faculty or students at the
meeting Wednesday were told by University Police that
attempted rapes had occurred.
University Police Sgt. Bill Correll said the alleged
crimes in question had no eye-witnesses, according to the
victims. He said police only contact witnesses.
Correll pointed out that Lopez went on vacation soon
after the alleged Oct. 9 attack took place, and therefore
did not pose a threat to anyone in the Drama Department.
Correll interviewed the three female custodians involved in the case and each of them confirmed the incidents involving Lopez.
"If I felt he was framed, we would not have gone to the
district attorney" with the charges, Correll said.
Lopez’ supporters in the Drama Department said it’s
ironic that the custodian would be charged with attempted
rape when last year he apparently foiled a would-be
rapist. They volunteered to serve as "character witnesses" if Lopez’ case goes to trial.

Her. 97 and the Residence Halls Programs Office are
co-sponsoring Casino Night tonight at the dormitory
Dining Commons, 9 to midnight. Free admission, free
gaming money, and a live jazz combo will be featured.

said a CBS "60 Minutes"
broadcast that reported on
PCP abuse, calling San
Jose "the PCP capitol of
the world," sparked the
congressman’s interest in
the problem and prompted
his backing of the
legislation.
Sandoval rebutted the
claim
Minutes"
"60
however, pointing out that
Los Angeles has a higher
arrest rate for PCP
manufacture and sales,
while San Jose has a higher
rate of PCP abuse.
Because of this, Mineta
has taken an interest in
Project Dare, a San Jose
drug
rehabilitation
program for PCP abusers.
"I know that Mineta
and others are also concerned about rehabilitation
efforts," Sandoval noted.

ALL
WASHED
UP

Recommendations from the panel are due to the

and computer building
rather than a business
classroom complex, according to reports.

Huff o was out of town
and unavi.ilable for
comment.

On Sept. 5, all six
members of the University’s board of promotion
resigned, stating that the
administration
was
treating their recommendations "with contempt," according to the
campus newspaper.

Baxter began a
tumultuous presidency in
1970, at which time he fired
eight prominent faculty.
Controversy struck the
campus this June when
Baxter fired Dr. William
Buzick, dean of the School
of Business.
Buzick outspokenly
opposed Baxter’s plan to
construct a $6 million office

On Sept. 13, in a faculty
survey conducted by the
academic senate, Dr.
Baxter’s performance as
an administrator was rated
unacceptable by 78 percent
of the faculty.

Rape prevention booklet
warns, informs, advises
One out of 10 women
can expect to be raped or
assaulted during her
lifetime, according to a
booklet compiled by the
SJSU Rape Prevention
Education Committee.
The booklet, available
in the counseling center,
titled Resources Against
Rape, is intended to
educate people about rape
and its consequences and
how to prevent it.
The best prevention,

according to the booklet, is
to avoid any situation
which sets a person up ass
potential victim. There are
no guarantees, the booklet
states, but if the
suggestions are followed,
the likelihood of becoming
a rape victim will be
severely reduced.
The booklet also has a
section on how to recover
after being a rape victim.
Rape is not a crime of
passion. It is a violent

crime intended to hurt the
victim rather than to
receive
sexual
gratification, according to
the booklet. As such, it
attacks much more than
the body of the victim. The
booklet lists places for
physical as well as
psychological
care
following the attack. On
campus, a victim is encouraged to seek help at
the counseling centers,
Administration 201, 2772262.

faces, is gaining the trust of the senior citizens in the area.
"I thought before that if you just let them know you’re
here, they’d come," she said. "But I’ve realized that it
takes a long time to establish a good rapport with them
and you have to handle the relationship very delicately."
Another obstacle is a financial one, since funding
from Lockheed Space and Missile Company will run out in
December, according to Penn.
"We’re operating at bare minimum cost right now
with donations and Lockheed’s funding," Penn said.
"We’re planning on doing fund raising and we’ve sent a
couple of members to grant writing workshops so we can
get some resources that way."
Penn, a secretary, and a maintenance man are
presently employed through the Comprehensive Employment Training Program I CETA

$4.00 PER HOUR
PART TIME POSITIONS OPEN
FOR HOUSEKEEPING IN PRIVATE
HOMES-- NO EXPERIENCE NEC.
MUST BE ABLE TO WORK 20 HRS WK
CALL 286-3262

DANA’S HOUSEKEEPING LADIES

get "GASSED

Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

7th Er Phelan 10th Et Taylor
245 Keyes 4th Er Williams

HAIR IT IS!
Ralph and Lee take a personal
interest in you, offering Permanent
waves, Reconditioning, Trichoanalysis,
Flair color, and Flair cuts designed to
fit you.
In addition, HAIR IT IS offers
facials, skin -care and make.up classes,
along with a full line of hair care, and
-kin and make-up products.

Theta Chi will be having an after-game party at their
house, 123 S. 11th St. tomorrow from 10:30 p.m. to 1:30
a.m. The featured band is "Teaser."
You’ll find more pm
washed jeans in every student
and adult We at the Gap
And they’re priced to give
you that great faded look
without rinsing out your wallet

Vietnamese Student Association will be meeting
today in the Pacheco Room of the S.U. at 12:30 p.m.
The SJSU Karate will be practicing their chops today
from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30p.m. in the Men’s Gym.

Cell for an eppointment today.
10% Discount with SJSU I.D.

SA first,. to .0
ecjele ’Boo
901 E. SAN FERNANDO ST
SAN JOSE. CA 2864771S
OPEN HOURS.
MON RAT 1640A M. 640 PM.
1040 A M NPM
SUNDAY

stole

WE BUY, SELL, a TRADE
QUALITY USED
HOOKS a RECORDS
BOOK BUYING HOURS
7.80PM. 902PM.
SEW?
100P81.560P1111
RUN

1811W. San Carlos
1092 Blossom Hill Rd.
San Jose, CA.

(405)379-3150

at

SPARTAN
STATIONS

If you’ve been looking for a
complete service in hair care, well,
HAIR IT IS!

The India Student Association will be showing a Hindi
movie called Dharam Karam" Sunday at 5 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.

SJSU Folkdance Club will meet tonight in the
Women’s Gym, with teaching from 7:30 to 9 p.m. and open

The review action was
approved in September in
executive session by CSUC
trustees at the request of
Chancellor Dumke.

After nionths of planning, remodeling, scrubbing and
painting, an industrious group of concerned black citizens
succeeded in turning a 33-year-old vacant fire station irto
a community center in downtown San Jose,
The Sypert Afro-American Community Services
Agency, named after Frank Sypert, a long-time employee
of the city of San Jose, officially opened to the public
Saturday afternoon with commencement ceremonies.
The big, yellow, ex-fire station, located at the comer
of Sixth and E. Julian streets near campus, was leased to
the agency in May 1978 after San Jose branch President of
the NAACP., Henry Gage, Garden City Women’s Club
member Inez Jackson and N.A.A.C.P. member Willie Bell
went before the San Jose City Council with a proposal for
the program.
"Almost every other ethnic group in San Jose is
they have
represented and served by an agency
somewhere they can go for information, meetings,
banquets, classes, anything they need," Program
Coordinator Jackie’Penn, a 23-year-old San Diego State
University graduate, said. "Santa Clara County has never
had a community center where black people can go, so we
made them (City Council) aware of that need."
The agency will also be directed toward serving the
needs of the elderly, which make up a majority of the
area’s population, and toward the youth, according to
Penn. Black and white community members are welcome
at the center, she added.
In the workings are plans for bingo games, an AfroAmerican library, a game room, a tutorial program, arts
and crafts classes, seminars, and other programs.
"Everything will be developed around what the
people using the center want," Penn said. "We’d like to
tap the resources at San Jose State to see whether or not
we can have students come over through work study or an
internship program to develop an area of interest they
have."
Afro-American Studies chairperson Carlene Young is
a member and the SJSU Black Student Union as well as
the black Greek fraternities and sororities have been
supportive of the agency.
One of the most difficult obstacles Penn said she

The German Club will meet today from noon to 1:30
p.m. in the International Center, 360 S. 11th St.

The Nusantra Club of SJSU will be meeting at 2:30
p.m today in the Pacheco Room of the Student Union.

Ruffo is a partner in
the law firm of Ruffo,
Ferrari and McNeil of San
Jose and former chairman
of the CSUC Board of
Trustees. He was a trustee
from 1961-71. He was also
mayor of San Jose from
1946 to 1948.

chancellor by early
January, in time for
presentation to the trustees
later that month.

Afro-American service center
opens in vacant fire station

Shivesh Taakur, Professor of Philosophy at the
University of Surrey, will read a paper titled "Is Science
Value Free?" at 3 p.m. today. Check Philosophy
Department for room number.

MEChA will be meeting Monday in the Pacheco Room
of the Student Union at 4 p.m. to discuss a planned Barbeque and Video Tape filming schedule.

chancellor emeritus of the
California State University
and Colleges system.
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